
Make better 
decisions 
through data 



Making the right decisions 
has never been more 
difficult for marketers 



Why? 



Switching 
brands is 
now easier 
and more 
commonplace 

An evolving landscape.

Rise of the 
convenience 
economy

More 
consumer 
choice



Consistent experience across 
all channels and devices

Seamless path to purchase

Compelling brand experience –
products aren’t enough

…and consumers expect more

Curation and personalisation –
showing they’re known well

Trusted help to make the 
right decision 



Leaving many marketers 
with more questions

Where should I invest 
my marketing budget?

How do I get the most 
out of my data?

How do I know if I’m 
reaching my target 
audience?

What do my 
customers look like?

How are my customers 
engaging across all 
channels?

How do I deliver a 
consistent experience 
across all channels?



Today’s marketing world has 
more data than ever before

INTERNET 
USERS

4.021 
billion

ACTIVE 
SOCIAL MEDIA USERS

3.196 
billion

ACTIVE MOBILE 
SOCIAL MEDIA USERS

2.958 
billion



But it’s harder than ever to use

More data 
to process

Tighter 
restrictions

From more 
sources



The data dichotomy



Introducing

Intelligent 
Decisions



FINDING BETTER WAYS 
TO GET MORE FROM YOUR 

EVER-GROWING DATA

AND GET CLOSER 
TO YOUR CUSTOMERS 



EMPOWERING YOU 
TO MAKE BETTER 

MARKETING DECISIONS



INFORM
1

THINK
2

ACTIVATE
3

Intelligent 
Decisions



INFORM1 THINK2 ACTIVATE3
Customer/market segmentation
Predictive modelling
Recommendations engines
Investigative analysis
Data visualisation
Key metrics reporting
In-store POS measurement
Retail estate planning
Visual Impact Analysis

Data transformation
Insight workspace
Personalisation
Orchestration
Activation

Addressable Audience
Strategy & Planning
MarTech Activation
Data Provision

Intelligent 
Decisions



INFORM
1 Audience understanding 

with Harvey Nichols



INFORM
1 The brief

We need to understand 
who our customers are,
who they should be and 
how we can align our 
business to attract and 
retain these customers
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INFORM
1 The Brief

We need to understand 
who our customers are,
who they should be and 
how we can align our 
business to attract and 
retain these customers

Market segmentation



INFORM
1 The brief

We need to understand 
who our customers are,
who they should be and 
how we can align our 
business to attract and 
retain these customers

Customer strategy



INFORM
1 The approach

360 degree 
view of Harvey 
Nichols 
customers

Harvey 
Nichols’ 
loyalty data –
spend and 
behaviours

Indicia’s 
proprietary 
view of the 
UK



INFORM
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INFORM
1 The approach

Embedding the segments

Board-level workshop 
on customer centricity

Underpinned by 
the segmentation

Where are Harvey 
Nichols now vs where 
they want to be



INFORM
1 The approach

Embedding the segments

Communications 
and marketing

Services and 
experiences

Decision-making 
and new initiatives

Organisation 
and operations

• Segment-level 
marketing plan

• Events aligned to 
segments

• Social strategy including 
tone of voice

• CRM programme

• Events and experiences
• Loyalty and incentive 

programme
• Rewards
• Feedback and dialogue

• Visible customer-
focused leadership

• Empowered front line 
• Feedback and 

improvement 
• Customer metrics 

• Segment-driven buying 
• Merchandising 
• In-store services 

and experiences
• Dynamic pricing
• Brand purpose



THINK
2 Making better decisions
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Media buying – the age of transparency

DO YOU KNOW 
WHO YOUR MARKETING 

IS TALKING TO?



Making better decisionsTHINK
2

Consumers don’t think 
in channels

…and yet marketing is consistently 
fragmented across them
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Addressable audience 
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Addressable audience 

Confidence in 
targeting

Known, identifiable 
individuals

Contacted with a consistent message 
through a range of channels

Measurement



ACTIVATE
3



Our ID platform
ACTIVATE

3

The total cost of MarTech can be astronomical

Bad investment decisions often mean your 
tech stack is over-specced and you use 
only a fraction of its capability



Our ID platform
ACTIVATE

3

A platform that grows with your business needs… 

…why pay for functionality you don’t need? 
Why keep paying for something 
that offers no incremental benefit?



Our ID platform
ACTIVATE

3

Data 
TRANSFORMATION1

Data Bureau
Interact
Single customer view
Event streaming

Insight 
WORKSPACES2

Data science workspace
Segment visualisation
Campaign evaluation
Attribution workspace

Decision
PERSONALISATION3

Next best decision
Identity resolution
Content management
Interaction management

Decision 
ORCHESTRATION4

Data orchestration
Decision orchestration
Customer journeys
Contextual marketing

Channel 
ACTIVATION5

MarTech integration
Owned-media integration
Email/SMS and push
Paid-media integration

Proprietary development and tight third-party 
integrations within a single user interface

Scaleable and configurable to your specific needs



Our ID platform
ACTIVATE

3

Identity resolution
Typically Serving Direct 
Channels

Typically Serving Brand 
Or Digital Campaigns

Account ID or Address Name, email and 
phone number

Social Handles and 
Network ID

First Party Cookies Third Party Cookies

Our ID platform gives you the ability to see your customer across all of your channels



In Summary…

1
2
3

The quality of our marketing is a direct 
consequence of the quality of your decisions 

The world we live in is complicated, meaning these 
decisions are more difficult than ever to make

Making intelligent decisions can turn your data 
into delighted customers



Thank you!


